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Abstract:
The international obligation of Hungarian Defence Forces means that a significant part of Hungarian
soldiers serve abroad in international peace-keeping military missions. These missions take half or one year
long time. Therefore many officers and commissioned officers can perform requirements of progress late.
Nowadays most of educational institutions and organizations at all level – include military missions –
are equipped with such tools of Info Communication Technology (ICT) so they have the possibility for elearning – possibility for organization of lifelong learning.
In our publication we illustrate the usefulness of this opportunity with an example of education of
military personnel serving in foreign missions.
The online e-learning system based on the Internet gives a permanent solution for this problem. In this
way you can serve abroad to accomplish your military duty and you can learn and improve yourself at the
same time.
We created an interactive Web 2.0 portal in internet for demonstration of this possibility in practice.
This portal illustrates the usefulness of this opportunity by way a real internet domain – an example of
the military personnel in Foreign Service education.
The military education is an organic and essential part of the Hungarian Ministry of Defense (MoD) as
well as the Hungarian Defence Forces considering our knowledge based society nowadays. Besides that the
number of soldiers, who are serving abroad fulfilling the NATO requirements for short or long term
everywhere of the world is increasing rapidly.

Key words: personal consulting system (egyéni konzultációs rendszer), education
(oktatás), teacher (tanár), learning (tanulás), Web 2.0, interactive education (interaktív
oktatás), distance learning (távoktatás).
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Good priest studies until death

Prolog
Until the past century's middle this motto was true for those people only who were
curious – or they were soldiers, who had to take a part in professional developments and
practices or had to study in refresh courses in peacetime. Most of people got their education
when they were young. The knowledge (to take a degree or to study a trade) they got in the
school years was enough for all life.
Science, technology and society made fast progress in the second part of the twentieth
century. Knowledge gotten in the schools become obsolete in the man's active period of life,
so it needs renewal if he wants to save the labour-market competitiveness. He has to learn
newer and newer knowledge again and again in his lifetime.
The lifelong learning (LLL) claim was put it into words onto the end of the century.
Traditional school educational system – naturally – is not capable to satisfy this kind of
claim. Because of this the big firms – observing the armies' millennial traditions – organize
their colleagues' regular training themselves. The smaller ones ask professional instructor
firms to provide the regular professional development to them.
Beyond the claim, the twentieth century created the efficient devices of the teaching and
learning. Sound and motion picture fixing appeared on the beginning of the century. In the
latter decades the computer and the digital data fixing and sending on – the Info
Communication Technology (ICT) – help the efficient trainings and created its technical
possibly, that they were unimaginable earlier.
The general promotion system of Hungarian Defence Forces ensures that the professional
military force can study the knowledge they need and necessary to their personnel’s positions
promotion. Military Training Center of the Miklós Zrínyi National Defence University
provides this opportunity to the officer personnel, with the organization of the general
promotion courses. The courses organize annually in the framework of distance education.
This means that the students (the participants of the course) receive a curriculum fixed on
DVD at the opening occasion. Actually they have to study the curriculum from the DVD. It is
necessary to send in an obligation paper in an e-mail, but for four occasions – two
educational, one consultation and one an exam day – they have to travel to Budapest.
The international obligation of Hungarian Defence Forces1 means, that a significant part
of Hungarian soldiers has to serve in abroad in military missions. These missions take half or
one year long (Figure 1).
Therefore many officers and others in service can perform requirements of progress late.

1

http://www.hm.gov.hu/army/missziok/a_magyar_honvedseg_nemzetkozi_szerepvallalasa í
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Figure 1 Participation of Hungarian Defence Forces in the peacekeeping missions2

Nowadays most of educational institutions and organizations at all level are equipped
with such ICT, so they have possibility for e-learning – possibility for organization of lifelong
learning.
We illustrate the usefulness of this opportunity by way a real internet domain – an
example of the military personnel in Foreign Service education.
The military education is an organic and essential part of the Ministry of Defense (MoD)
as well as the HDF considering our knowledge based society nowadays. Besides that the
number of soldiers, who are serving abroad fulfilling the NATO requirements for short or
long term everywhere of the world is increasing rapidly.
The lifelong learning concept (BSc, MSc, Joint Staff Course, special courses, language
training, courses for ranks etc.) contributes to keep maintaining, updating and improving the
knowledge level of the soldiers having different ranks and assignments. The missions abroad
are able to provide practical expertise, furthermore, skills in order to reinforce and complete
the theoretical basis. These two important areas which are presumed and completed each
other (see education and practice) are not always in line with each other unfortunately. One
reason of this disharmony could be the MoD human resource system which has been moving
on a forced path for many years. To find a theoretical and practical solution for this problem
is a long term process so this coincidence between the education and the mission duties still
exists nowadays.

2

http://www.honvedelem.hu/mutat.html?image=http://www.honvedelem.hu/images/9/900009123_1.jpg
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The online e-learning system based on the Internet gives a permanent solution for this
problem. In this way you can serve abroad to accomplish your military duty and you can learn
and improve yourself at the same time.
According to the experience coming from the different missions abroad this method is
required by both the leadership (MoD, HDF) and the military ‘users’ (soldiers who want to or
who must learn) side.
PROS:
•

The military leadership has the opportunity to take those people into account who
are obliged to study and in this way it can have more freedom of movement
concerning low profile mission participation. This can help for the soldiers as well
because they do not have to postponed or cancel their study because of any
parallel mission requests.

•

The soldiers can get skill and practical knowledge on the field which can speed up
as well as confirm the theoretical ‘school’ approach, and the whole learning
process.

•

Both the military leadership and the participating soldiers can save time and
energy in this running busy world.

•

The opportunity of study and ‘brain-work’ provides reasonable and useful way of
passing the time for the soldiers who are far from their homeland as well as their
family. (Psychological aspect)

•

The assets (see hardware), what are used by the soldiers for e-learning, can used
by every soldiers in another way just like to keep in touch with the family or
friends, to have fun, to play or whatever.

CONS:
•

Most of the Hungarian contingents abroad (see Balkan or Afghanistan) have
different IT facilities and equipments (workstation, WEB cam, Internet access
etc.) but it has to be developed for a purpose like this in many way. It means that
they have lack of multimedia workstations and the baud rate is also not enough to
use all of the capabilities of the network.

•

The HDF including the Joint Force Command (JFC) which is responsible to
command and control the mission duties abroad does not have experience on the
field of e-learning so the needed standards, regulations documents do not exist this
is a task for the future.
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a.

Virtual campus - architecture of the system

We have to create a “virtual campus” on the internet (figure 1. and 2.) for the Military
Training Center for interactivity with the web 2.0 systems – from the aim of realtime on-line
work in the distance education in the XXI. Century -– for example denominate it:
e-tanfolyam.hu. In the domain we have to build next five virtual buildings:
Unit (building)

Availability (address)

Teacher’s building

e-tanfolyam.hu/oktatok

Distance education centre

e-tanfolyam.hu/tavoktatas

First lieutenant course

e-tanfolyam.hu/fohadnagy

Captain course

e-tanfolyam.hu/szazados

Major course

e-tanfolyam.hu/ornagy

Table 1. Elements of the virtual campus and their availability

Figure 1. Virtual campus of Military Training Center
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Figure 2. Virtual address of buildings of the Military Training Center

All connected to the education activities are realized in the virtual teacher’s building of
the virtual campus.
The activities realized in the teacher’s building got to distribute by tasks, so the work of
instructors working in each of positions in this manner well-separable, well traceable, there is
not an overlap, becomes unambiguous in this manner, that what are the tasks in these
positions.
In this manner to the different positions we associated the next activities (Table 1):
Scope of activity

Position
•
•
•
•
Professor’s room
•
Teacher-editor’s room •
•
Teacher-lecturer’s room •
•
•
•
Teacher-tutor’s room
•
•
Director’s office

development of educational programs;
definition of course requirements;
completion of the timetable;
compilation of curriculums;
definition of examination requirements;
development of on-line curriculums and lectures;
development of on-line tests and exam tasks;
leadership of on-line lectures;
assessment of on-line papers;
on-line examining;
leadership of on-line consultations;
supervision of on-line test writing;
administration of notice-board;

Table 2. Main activities pursued in the virtual teacher’s building
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These, and the virtual rooms with their inhabitants and their virtual titles see on the
Figure 3. (In the position of director may be only one, but in any arrangements in more, which
we labeled with numbering in the availability.)

Figure 3. Occupants of the virtual teacher’s building and their virtual address.

Webmasters of subdomains of the Military Training Center work in the virtual building of
the Distance Learning Center. They perform technical services of the virtual campus. The
titles of the aldomains administered by the organs working in the virtual rooms you can see on
the Figure 4.

Figure 4. Virtual rooms of webmasters of aldomains and their virtual address
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Activities in virtual buildings of the different courses, and its aldomain addresses see on
the figure 5. On the figure 6. we show the users of the different virtual rooms.

Figure 5. Virtual classrooms of virtual buildings of courses and their virtual address

Figure 6. Virtual address of occupants of virtual classrooms
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It is clear from the above schematic presentation that all virtual buildings and all virtual
rooms and all real users of Military Training Centre can be reached at the same domain, with
own address. Therefore it is indifferent where are the allocated elements of the system in the
world. Only all of they needs Internet access. Because our system has an exclusive, virtual
intranet which fits using of any forms of the real-time on-line distance-learning.
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b.

Exclusive on-line virtual intranet of E-TANFOLYAM
domain

Onto the distance education portal - named „e-tanfolyam.hu” - the instructors of the
single courses and its participants may register as an individual user, with an application name
granted by administrators and a password in the window according to the figure 7.

Figure 7. Signing in to user account of distance-learning portal

All of users can take up undermentioned services of the achievement of the portal:

2.1 Mailbox
All of users of the portal has a mailbox, primarily for the inner correspondence, but it is
usable for exterior correspondence in possession of premission too. Mailbox is available from
anywhere at any time on address http://mail.e-tanfolyam.hu (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Virtual mailbox
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2.2 Calendar and timetable
All of users of the portal has a calendar, which plays role of the virtual timetable
primarily. Basically it is visible by owner and lecturer or tutor only. Listeners of the course
may divide it between each other within the domain. Calendar is available from anywhere at
any time at address: http://calendar.e-tanfolyam.hu (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Virtual timetable

2.3 Online editor and library
All of users of the portal can use an interactive document editor. There is available each
required curriculum and recommended literature of the course from the virtual directory of the
document editor (Figure 10). Authorized users can read all of them. Presentation can be
observed, text and table documents can be constructed on-line real-time individually or
jointly. System is suitable for the completion of the prescribed tasks, a real-time on-line
presentation, questioning and examining excellently. Editor-library is available from
anywhere at any time at address: http://docs.e-tanfolyam.hu .

12
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Figure 10. Directory of the virtual library and on-line document editor

2.4 Chatting system
An on-line chatting system is an important service for every participants. It makes
possible change text messages in time of common on-line presentations and editing other
documents (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Chat during an on-line presentation
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Beside invitation for chatting is possible from mailbox inside group among students
and/or tutor - who is on-line state (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Chat from the mail-box

2.5 Voice and picture contact
On-line voice and picture contact can be managed among lecturer or tutor and students by
any of the free systems (Skype, LiveMessenger, GoogleTalk), or by a professional
videoconference system. For example, National Infrastructure Development Institute runs a
service of videoconference for Educational Establishments in Hungary, which system has an
end-point in the Central Library of ZMNDU) (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Videoconference between Hungarian National Defence Minister and commander of a foreign
mission

We executed many tests, and the Skype system appears most reliable. It allows one twosided sound and picture contact, or one conference talking up to 24 participants.
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c.

Functions of the portal and its menu system

The main entrance to virtual campus of Military Training Centre has address
http://e-tanfolyam.hu on the Internet. The clocks above on the virtual gate of the portal show
the current time zones. Checking the times between the instructors and students staying in the
different time zones is easier in this manner. On the left-wing of the port are the bell-buttons
of courses (Figure 14).

Figure 14. The main entrance of Military Training Centre virtual campus

After signing in to user account (see the Figure 7) we can join the virtual building (see
Figure 5) choosen by pressing the suitable bell-button (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Entrance to virtual building of the major course
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The picture occupying the opener sheet's middle, largest part consists the sign-in
procedure, and a current content belonging to selected menu items will appear on the leftwing gateport here. The menu system of portal are:
• Home
• Application form
• Check-in
• Lectures
• Curriculum
• Tasks
• Notice-board
• Mail
• Calendar
• Library

3.1 Application
Participiant of course must to fill application form first. It contains his/her main personal
data, his/her ICT system’s specification, and his/her e-learning (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Application form

3.2 Check-in
Students of course must fill a virtual presence-sheet at the beginning of an common
presentation, test or examination by signing their on-line status. In this manner the tutor can
see who is in virtual classroom or auditorium (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Check in before the on-line lesson

3.3 Lectures
Users can play the presentations independently any time by clicking on the menu item to
the lecture presentations, or they can join into the virtual auditorium in time of on-line
lectures from here (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Virtual presentation library of the course
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3.4 Curriculum
There is a virtual curriculum library, where students can read on-line (Figure 19) or
download (Figure 20) and print prescribed and recommended literature of the course.

Figure 19. Virtual curriculum library

Figure 20. Download a workbook
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3.5 Tasks
On-line self-check tests, their solutions, downloadable and printable work-books are in
the virtual task library (Figure 20).

3.6 Notice-board
Tutor can publish the public interest works of the students, their problem solvings, their
opinion and assessment about topics, lectures (for example Figure 21) on the notice-board.
Users can place their own works on the notice-board with tutorial approval.

Figure 21. The on-line assessment of the introductory lecture

3.7 Mail
All users can reach their mailbox (see Figure 8.), or can initiate chatting (see Figure 12).

3.8 Calendar
Users can reach his/her own schedule, concerning the timetable and the common
programs (see Figure 9).

3.9 Library
All documents edited by the on-line editor of portal documents can be reached there (see
Figure 10).
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d.

Additional opportunities, first experiences, development

Our first aim was to create a closed virtual intranet enviroment, which allow individual
training and education of military personnel in peace-keeping missions3.
Users of this system can join to this enviroment from any point of the world at any time.
They can real-time:
•

follow presentation of lecturer,

•

consult with tutor,

•

keep verbal, visual and text contact with lecturer, tutor and colleagues,

•

read or download all curriculum and tests,

•

edit on-line common and own documents,

•

write on-line papers and take on-line exams.

However our development work did not end here. Although the portal is tested,
experiences of the everyday life, opinion creation by way of the user with a bigger staff
number may shape its construction, his function system for increasingly easier use. We
consider additional refinement of the examination opportunities.

3

URL of the test-domain: http://drseres.com/captain
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